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~Sacred Path Twinsoul Movies and Spiritual Movies~
~Movies are also song of the soul. Here is a list of some twinsoul and spiritual
movies that we feel give birth to the heart of twinsoul love of the Sacred Path~
(if you have a movie you would like to add, simply let us know and we will put it on the list, as we update
this list frequently)

Cloud Atlas
Beyond Borders
Upside Down
In Your Eyes
Before Sunrise
Walk the Line
Listen to Your Heart
5th Element
The Enchanted Cottage
Splendour in the Grass
City of Angels
Jodhaa Akbar
Veer-Zaara
Rab Ne Bana Di Jodi
http://movies.netflix.com/WiMovie/Rab_Ne_Bana_Di_Jodi/70103521?
trkid=8152197

The Lake House (2006)
Starring: Keanu Reeves, Sandra Bullock
This movie is all about parallel universes and how we can
cross through these parallel points in what we call time
here on this earth dimension to embrace the soulful love of
OneSoul. One of our most favourites:)

The Notebook (2004)
Starring: Tim Ivey, Gena Rowlands, James Gardner
We just recently saw this movie and found this movie to
be such a mirror of this life experience for us. It is a
beautiful story of coming twogether, experiencing the
earth dimensional illusions to come into BEing One within
Infinity even through a surprise loving ending that will
have your soul bursting with such awe and love:)
Definitely a most favorite of ours:)

Always (1989)
Starring: Richard Dreyfuss, Holly Hunter, John Goodman
From the moment that we saw it 19 years ago now, we knew
that this movie was part of who we are as OneSoul. It is a
most beautiful gift of AbSOULute OneSoul Love and that we
are free from ever dying for our soul is infinite and we are
here to continue to guide our loved ones and to see them
flourish even after we have transformed our essence to be
free from physically being here any longer. This movie also
is Spiritual confirmation that we are more than just a
physical body and that our soul's essence can transfer from
one physical BEing into another as is evident when Richard
Dreyfuss's character's soul is transformed into another physical BEing with
whom Holly Hunter's character falls in love with, all the while Richard
Dreyfuss's soul within the physical BEing he once was is guiding her. It is simply
a beautiful movie and one of our most favorites:)

Deja Vu (2006)
Starring: Denzel Washington, Paula Patton
Parallel Universes, OneSoul Love, and earth
dimensional illusions to transform, this movie has all
this and infinitely more!:) If you also watch the extra
features you will receive a multi~dimensional view of
the movie free from being your earth dimensional
typical run~of~the mill behind the scenes of a movie.

Premonition (2007)
Starring: Sandra Bullock, Julian McMahon
We just recently saw this movie as well and it is a
testament to parallel universes, how we are given the
gifts of coming to an inner knowing of something about
to occur and how we tend to perceive this as "bad"
when within it really is such a gift, a miracle for life and
every moment within it is a miracle! This movie has you
get in touch with OneSoul love in a way that inspires,
moves, and touches the soul:) It is also quite in
alignment that we happened to watch this movie in the
home we are currently residing in for there are crows
here by the hundreds that are around our home and this neighborhood and this
movie confirms for us the gift of the crow who is the gift of miracle messages and
that if we listen to these messages, these intuitions, these premonitions that they
can give us such a beautiful gift in life. Sometimes these messages are given to us
free from us being able to "do" anything about them, as in attempting to prevent
them, and this movie shows us this and also shows us that even if we are unable
to prevent an event from occurring, that there is a gift, a Soul Remembering
Through Life Experience for us to Remember, Embrace, and Soulfully Treasure
within these premonitions rather than it being about having to "do something to
change the events that we are seeing's course". Wonderful and inspiring (In
Spirit) movie:) and again you guess it!:) One of our most favorites:)

Music and Lyrics (2007)
Starring: Hugh Grant, Drew Barrymore
Ah yes! This movie is a beautiful gift of seeing the two
BEing as One. Within the magic of Hugh Grant and Drew
Barrymore on screen melding their souls twogether, within
the music and the lyrics they co~create, and within the
Oneness that brings them twogether. With an 80's inspired
comical and yes loving backdrop, We love the sure magic of
this movie:) The Troubadour and The Princess of the Sea in
lyrical symphony:) And is too One of our favorites:)

The Complete Matrix Trilogy (The Matrix/ The Matrix
Reloaded/ The Matrix Revolutions) (2003)
Starring: Keanu Reeves, Carrie-Anne Moss, Hugo
Weaving, and Laurence Fishburne
Inspired by the seminar series The Landmark Forum
(This movie series, of which the screenplay was written
by the Wachowski Brother souls, got its inspiration for
this screenplay and subsequent movie, while taking a
seminar series called The Landmark Forum that I also
experienced as well) this soul evolving series of movies
has become a "OneSoul trilogy". Through the breaking of illusions and the
transformation of the soul throughout all three movies, to Neo's awakening and
Trinity's messages from the Oracle about "The One" within The Matrix, to the
"Oneness of AbSOULute Love (soulful love)" within the illusions of saving this
earth dimension within Matrix Reloaded, and the melding of The Ego Self of the
Soul and the Soul into Oneness and rebirth with Matrix Revolutions, this trilogy
has become a mythological story that resonates with all whom watch it and is
one of our most favorites. This is a OneSoul movie that will transform you in
ways you may have been free from ever imagining.

Serendipity (2001)
Starring: John Cusack, Kate Beckinsale
A OneSoul REALationship movie if there ever was one,
addressing the magical first meeting and long, painful illusions we
call as separation of these "soul mates" while each are balancing
their karma with other mates and searching endlessly for the other.
It beautifully portrays the synchronicities and magical messages from the
Universe those who have experienced this magic can well understand. This
movie to we feel mirrors many of the aspects that we too have experienced in
this life experience within our OneSoul Spiritual Journey.
Somewhere in Time (1980)
Starring: Christopher Reeve, Jane Seymour
The beauty of this story comes within a modern day man who
becomes compelled and obsessed by a woman in an old painting...
remembering her, wanting her, loving her. He manages by love,
and sheer force of will and mind to transport himself back to her...
Somewhere in Time. Similar in nature to the parallel
universes and love within The Lake House, and we can
understand why this movie is a favorite for romantics, lovers
and OneSouls everywhere.
Castaway (2000)
Starring: Tom Hanks, Helen Hunt
To some souls this may appear to be an unlikely OneSoul
movie... with the concepts definitely there, including the
painful loss of a "near OneSoul/ twinflame" or soul mate
prior to the meeting with one's true divine OneSoul spiritual
partner, and the synchronistic symbols and messages
communing forth from this union. Truly inspiring and
beautiful:)

The Five People You Meet in Heaven (2004)
Starring: Jon Voight, Ellen Bursten

This movie is one that touches your heart and soul for when I saw it, it reminded
us that we are all One. To quote from a reviewer on Amazon.com who write this
review as if Spirit and I wrote this and in fact if we are all One, then we did as we
are all OneSoul, thus here is a beautiful look at this movie through the eyes of
OneSoul…. This is a story of a man named Eddie who was shown the secret of
heaven: that each life affects the other, and the other affects the next. The world is
full of stories, but the stories are all one. The theme of this story is that our lives
are free from ever being a waste, even if we believe in the illusion that we are
somehow insignificant-and that there are free from being any such things as
random acts, because all are connected.
In heaven, Eddie is first met by a man who used to be a part of Ruby Pier's freak
show-a man tinted blue by a chemical tincture he drank as a child. The man of
blue (brilliantly played by Jeff Daniels) tells Eddie that he will meet five people
in heaven, and each will share things which will be a lesson for Eddie. The part
that the Blue Man played in Eddie's life was unknown until Eddie arrives in
heaven: as a small boy, Eddie was playing ball in the street, and the Blue Man,
driving down the same street, swerved to miss him. The Blue Man ended up
dying of a heart attack, and Eddie was unaware of his part in the story. When the
Blue Man shared what happen, Eddie felt badly-that the accident wasn't fair, and
that it should have been him that died. The blue man replies: "There is no fair in
life and death. If it were, no good men would die young." Eddie assumes that he
will now pay for his "sin" and be judged. The Blue Man dismisses this idea,
almost with amusement: "No, no, no.", he says, shaking his head. In heaven,
there is no judgment, but rather an opportunity to examine our lives-who we
touched, the choices we made, and the consequences of those choices. Eddie is
then visited by four more people, in their own unique heaven. Forgiveness is
another theme of the story, and the character of Ruby tells Eddie: "Hatred is a
curved blade. The harm we do to others is harm we do to ourselves...no one is
born with anger. It builds up over time, with the things we don't say and the
things we bury. When we die, the soul is freed of it-free to see the truth." The
process that Eddie goes through when he dies is consistent with the case studies
featured in the books Journey of Souls and Destiny of Souls by hypnotherapist
Dr. Michael Newton. No angry God awaits us at the gates of death, but instead,
we are met with kind, loving guides and souls-eventually being ushered into a
personally designed `curriculum' for our soul's growth and edification. When
Eddie meets his former military captain in his personal heaven the captain says
to him: "Time isn't what you think it is, kid. Neither is dying." Also consistent
with between-life regression case histories is the ability for souls to change shape
(like Eddie's wife did when he asked her to become "old" again), as well as the
ability to "choose" your heaven.
The Five People You Meet In Heaven is a story of redemption and personal
meaning, as Eddie finally realizes that everything- even difficulties,

disappointments, and deaths-happen for a reason. We're also reminded that "all
endings are beginnings. We just don't know it at the time..."
Throughout the story, Eddie calls himself a loser, feeling that he did not
accomplish anything with his life (like going to engineering school as he
planned). He felt alone, and without anything to show for his life. However, at
the end of meeting the five people from his life on the Other Side, Eddie is shown
the results of his everyday, "mundane" work as an amusement park maintenance
man: a sea of people of every age, race, and walk of life that were kept safe over
the years by his diligence: "All the accidents he prevented, all the people he kept
safe-their children, and their children's children-are because of the things he did
day after day." The human search for a sense of meaning and purpose to life is a
deep one. Perhaps the first thoughts of the first human were "Who am I? Why
am I here?" We're still asking these questions--and desperately looking for the
answer. Living in an increasingly complex and stressful era, it's tempting to think
that the mundane is meaningless and that life is a random crapshoot. I was
deeply moved by this story, reminded that no interpersonal interaction is by
chance, and that every cruel, painful, or disappointing situation serves a higher
purpose that will someday be explained. The Five People You Meet In Heaven
shows that, truly, no life is a "waste", and no life is insignificant. My story is a
part of your story, because all of us are connected in the web of life and in Spirit
as we are One.

Innocence (2000)
Starring: Julia Blake, Charles 'Bud' Tingwell
This wonderous film is a toast to the infiniteness of AbSOULute
Love and the Oneness and passion of the Spiritual BEings we are
within human form. Andreas and Claire were youthful lovers
separated by parental disapproval (very similar in nature to The
Notebook as this movie too experiences this), they went on to
marry others and raise families, being free from ever forgetting their passionate
love. Andreas is now a widower while Claire is languishing in an enduring, yet
loveless marriage to a man who was free from ever really knowing the soul of
who she is. Now nearing their 70's, they meet again to find their passion has been
free from ever dying, and their love endures and grows ever stronger, to the
dismay and amusement of their families. This is an incredible movie about the
infinite and ageless love between souls, the illusions of trials and separations and
the transcendence and ultimate reunion of two hearts/souls that beat as One. A
definite Soul Remembering Through Life Experience in Infinite Possibilities,
Manifestation and the Oneness of OneSoul/Twin Soul Love.

Bruce Almighty (2003)
Starring: Jim Carrey, Jennifer Aniston, Morgan Freeman
Bruce's miraculous evolution from the illusions of The Ego Self of
the Soul to a man transformed by his spiritual awakening into
Oneness and AbSOULute Love will touch your heart, move your
soul, inspire the Oneness within you and make you laugh out
loud all at Once! Many souls like us, who have experienced this
challenging OneSoul/twin soul bond can relate to his girlfriend Grace's tearful
prayer to God to be released from this love. So many messages are hidden away
in this lovely spiritual movie disguised as a slapstick comedy, transforming The
Ego Self of the Soul into the Soul of Oneness and AbSOULute Love, and even the
"Dark Night of the Soul" are poignantly portrayed. The big message of the
film? ... "BE the Miracle, BE the One." Who says spirituality is free from being
hilarious?

Meet Joe Black (1998)
Starring: Brad Pitt, Anthony Hopkins, Fredric March,
Evelyn Venable
This movie delves into The Ego Self of the Soul, the
experiences of BEing a Spiritual BEing in human form,
AbSOULute Love, the gift of life within what we call on
this earth dimension as death, and OneSoul
REALationships all into One. This movie keeps you
guessing and yet also gifts you with the beauties within
OneSoul REALationship Love.

What Women Want (2000)
Starring: Mel Gibson, Helen Hunt, Marisa Tomei, Alan
Alda, Lauren Holly, Delta Burke, Lisa Edelstein
This romantic comedy is a really big favorite of ours.
This movie gets you in touch with your intuition, your
female side within balancing of these earth energies, and
brings with it a sense of soulful love that moves you.
The movie reminds us all to listen to one another

intuitively, for we say much more telepathically than we do from our earth
orifices!

Field of Dreams (1989)
Starring: Kevin Costner, Amy Madigan, Timothy
Busfield, Ray Liotta, James Earl Jones and Burt Lancaster
If you build it, they will come!:) If you listen to your
intuition the whole universe you can create! This is
another of our most favorite Spiritual OneSoul
REALationship movies. From listening to his intuition all
beit earth dimensionally crazy as some may see it, Kevin
Costner guides us through a journey that is
awe~inspiring. The OneSoul Love between Amy
Madigan and Kevin Costner is earth dimensionally tested
when at the risk of losing it all (their home, their earth
livelihood etc) Kevin's character Ray builds a baseball field and a loving OneSoul
REALationship with his father (and other baseball players as well) who are
Spirits:) This movie encompasses our love of the game (Baseball ~ of course yet
another Diamond!:)LOL!) our love of listening to Divine Guidance,
Communication with Spirit, the earth dimensional tests of what we call on this
earth as "non~believers" and the OneSoul love that encompasses all of us.

Indigo (2003)
Starring: Dane Bowman, Blu V. Do
This movie is a wonderful testament to the energy of
Spirit and how we are One and even though it gifts us
with earth dimensional labels called Indigo, this movie
shows us the beauty of our Spiritual gifts:)

What the Bleep!? - Down the Rabbit Hole (QUANTUM
Three-Disc Special Edition) (2006)
Starring: Marlee Matlin, Elaine Hendrix
So much to be said about the Multi~Dimensional
movie. Pretty much all of this movie upon seeing it first
in the theater when it first came out in the theater when
I first saw it in 2004 was such confirmation of the
channeled messages received within the Stepping Into
Spiritual Oneness book which at that moment was in
the editing process. Definitely a movie worth seeing
and will open your eyes and your soul to awakening to
who we are!

The Blue Butterfly (2004)
Starring: William Hurt, Pascale Bussières
I got the opportunity to see the movie in 2006 and it is a
wonderful story about exactly what the blue butterfly
represents ~ transformation. Beautiful movie:)

The Secret (Original Edition) (2006)

Starring: Esther Hicks, Rhonda Byrne, Hale Dwoskin, Mike Dooley, Bill Harris,
Fred Alan Wolf, Dennis Waitley, Marci Shimoff, John F. DeMartini Marie
Diamond
I was one of the first to view this movie when it was a small film available online
only. And thus, I also am one of the few whom have this original version of The
Secret. I am free from needing to share the details of this movie as it is so widely
known, and yet, it shows the way of the universe and all of its beauty and how to
tap into it. While the movie does refer to this as "The Law of Attraction" and I
know through Spirit's wisdom that has been shared with us in channels that
within Spirit there are free from being any such things as "Laws" for there is
simply a flow to the universe free from any "laws" that much be or must be
obeyed for this is The Ego Self of the Soul's earth dimensional terminology, I do
believe within this movies' essence and the gifts it brings us all to awaken us to
who we are in being co~creators and creators of our life experience.
The Wedding Singer (1998)
Starring: Adam Sandler, Drew Barrymore
This movie has an 80's twist and yet is a gift of OneSoul Love
. Through the many earth dimensional trials and
tribulations, Adam Sandler and Drew Barrymore show us
that OneSoul Love can bridge anything:)

50 First Dates (2004)
Starring: Adam Sandler, Drew Barrymore
Another of my favorites. The chemistry between Adam
Sandler and Drew Barrymore is magical, simply magical. The
Wedding Singer and this movie 50 first dates really embraces
you with OneSoul Love. This movie shows us all that the
wisdom I received from Spirit that says that for AbSOULute
Love to be experienced through the heart and the soul, we are
to fall in love all over again and again and again in each
moment and this movie is perfect confirmation of this:) And
this is free from meaning just "falling in love over and over
again" in romantic love, for although this movie shows us this

in the form of OneSoul REALationship romantic love, this can be said for falling
in love with any soul, any thing, all of the moments; from a flower, to your
favorite movies/music, to your mom, falling in love with all over and over again
gifts you with the sense of Oneness Bliss that is of the soul:)

Zeus and Roxanne (1997)
Starring: Steve Guttenberg, Kathleen Quinlan

Ratatouille (2007)
Starring: Ian Holm

Other Movies of Mention which we have seen (and a few we have been free from
seeing although very few:)!), that we will share our thoughts on at a later
moment include:
Jonathan Livingston Seagull

Lord of the Rings trilogy
Something's Gotta Give
As Good as it Gets
The Bridge to Terabithia
Phenomenon
The Fountain
Forever Young
August Rush *
Pleasantville
Sleepless In Seattle
Defending Your Life
Kate and Leopold
Inception
Michael (with John Travolta EXCELLENT MOVIE!!!)
Phenomenon
I Robot
Contact
The Core
When Harry Met Sally
You’ve Got Mail
Out of Africa
Signs
The Others

The Sixth Sense
Heaven Can Wait
Bridges of Madison County
The Horse Whisperer
Love Story
Ghost
Click
2001 A Space Oddessy
Close Encounters of the Third Kind
Cocoon and Cocoon The Return
Star Wars (All Six movies)
The Holiday
Life As a House
The Ultimate Gift
The Philadelphia Experiment
Kiss Me Goodbye
Groundhog Day
My Life
Family Man
Message in a Bottle
Deep Impact
The Time Machine
Falling In Love

Constantine
Speed
Point Break
MIB and MIB II (Men in Black and Men in Black II)
Avatar
The Others
Transformers and Transformers II
Hitchcock
Just Like Heaven
Independence Day
Made in Heaven
Harry Potter Series
Chronicles of Narnia
Avatar The Last Air Bender (Animated TV Series different than the movie
Avatar)
Lord of the Rings Series
Conversations With God the movie (based on Neale Donald Walsch’s life and
also about CWG the book series if you have been free from reading CWG series I
would recommend it)
The Shift (or aka Ambition to Meaning Wayne Dyer)
One
Celestine Prophecy
Any of Wayne Dyer’s DVD Series’s like The Power of Intention, Excuses Be
Gone, Change Your Thoughts Change You Life

The Last Mimzy
Anything from Spiritual Cinema it is a monthly movie DVD program that gives
you spiritual movies each month, totally worth it! ~ Have you heard of them?
Check them out here http://www.spiritualcinemacircle.com/?af=29204

